
Parallel Universes, Parallel Earths and Twin Selves 

With every new decision we make, a new universe breaks off to follow this decision and 
our life to its ultimate end. 

Imagine that out there in the great beyond there is a universe where every decision you 
made was the right one - from the very beginning of your existence.  Think of the 
amazing life you would be living in this parallel dimension! 

Now imagine that out there exists a universe where every decision by every person who 
has ever lived was the right one!  This does exist!  It is the original Garden of Eden, 
where Adam chose not to eat the fruit.  Imagine how society would have developed in 
these 6000-odd years without ever having to worry about or deal with any negatives of 
any kind.  We would be far advanced over where we are today - in every segment of 
society! 

This is the parallel universe we will all transcend to in the very near future.  I call it 
Eden ReCreated!  In this universe everyone is Glorified and Eternal!  Everyone who has 
every been conceived will have their place in this universe - meaning that we will see 
and once again be with all those we have loved and lost (humans and animals).  
Everyone will be whole and healthy and forever youthful.  There will be no disease or 
death.  There will be no sin or evil. 

There will be three parts to mankind’s journey exploring everything God has created for 
us: 

1. Exploring this earth - our first mission will involve setting out to see every 
square mile of our planet. 

2. Exploring New Jerusalem - New Jerusalem is 1500 levels, each 1500 
square miles.  On each level is a completely different and distinct ‘world.’  One 
of these worlds is Atlantis. 

3. Exploring our Universe and Parallel Universes - On each parallel 
universe is a version of ourself - a ‘twinself’ which has made different 
decisions and as a result our life in this universe has followed a different 
course.  By travelling to these different universes and inhabiting the bodies of 
our twinselves, we will be able to experience and affect each and every one of 
our other lives.  Imagine, we may get to experience first hand what it feels 
like to be a rock star playing to 70,000 concert goers, to be a great scientist 
who has made a novel and important discovery, to be an astronaut on the first 
mission to Mars, or to be homeless and destitute. 

This represents the bulk of what I want to tell you.  Two of the most intelligent men in 
our history, Albert Einstein and Stephen Hawking, both believed very fervently in the 
existence of parallel universes.  I have simply followed my heart (through which we 
hear the still, small voice of God) and taken their works to the nth degree! 


